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PART I
I stopped, for Canape had lifted
IKE most men with a lifetime
of hereditary power be- Is Paul Redfern alive? The American aviator who his hand slighdy.
disappeared on a flight to Brazil in 1927 has been
"Then," he said, "let the white
d hind them, Canape looked
the subject of mysterious and exciting rumor ever
taller than he really was and the since. Stories that he is a prisoner of an Indian man send it to me after dark by a
bizarre contrast between his sloe tribe have persisted. Desmond Holdridge, who messenger and let the messenger
black skin and his Dutch Colo- knows that region arid its inhabitants, set out a say it is a gift from the Commisnial officer's whites did much to short time ago to get the truth about Redfern and to sioner. You know," he concludmaintain the illusion. Mynheer find him if possible. In two articles, he tells of his ed, slyly, "if some of these headstrong young fellows knew about
Wong introduced us and even adventures and of what he discovered about one of
as he acknowledged the intro- the mysteries of modern times. The second article my getting presents from him,
will appear in the August SCMBNER'S
they would say I was taking a
duction. Canape tapped the
bribe!" He laughed at the abwoven black cords wrapped
tighdy about his long, narrow head. will need a canoe and some men; he surdity of the very idea and Wong and
"You must excuse my obeah," he will need your help and I have here I dutifully laughed with him.
Then Canape raised his voice so
said, "I have been suffering from a the letter requesting that you accord
him
every
courtesy."
He
tapped
the
that
it could be heard among the
headache."*
fat
envelope
on
the
desk.
The
arms
hangers-on
who lolled about on the
Wc both nodded and Mynheer
Wong motioned us to seats by his desk, of the House of Nassau were em- porch of the litde administration
"Canape," the Commissioner began, bossed on its heavy surface and in- building.
"But this is an important matter,"
"the white man is here with a letter side was a potent missive, in both
from the Governor. He is going to Dutch and the ungodly Djuka talkee- he rumbled. "Alone I cannot decide it;
talkee.
it will be necessary to call a \rutu."
ascend the Marowyne and the TapanaHe turned his head.
"Hum,"
pronounced
Canape,
Granhoni as far as the Indian country. He
"Call Amokosi, Asidiri, and Buddy!"
man of all the upper river Djukas.
* I am not going to introduce the elaborate Then he hitched himself over the desk. he shouted to some one outside.
and tiresome machinery of translation into
"Ee-yah, pa-pa!" came a prompt rethis account except where the translated sub- "Has the white man brought me some
ject matter is of sufficient importance to make small present?" he asked eagerly.
ply and then there was the swift patter
the reader want to know by what means I
Wong looked at me and I nodded.
of bare feet on hot cement.
understood what was being said to me. Also
"A
watch,
a
bush
knife
of
the
best
"You wiU see an interesting thing
I will spell Djuka words in their most recognizable English form.
kind, tobacco, an umbrella, several—" now," Wong told me. "The \rutu

I
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is the African council in its purest
form."
A not awkward silence fell. I looked
out of the window, feeling Canape's
eyes on me, and saw the broad, yellow
Marowyne. On the far shore the tin
roofs of the long, sinister buildings of
the penal setdement in St. Laurent
reflected the blaze of the hot Guiana
sunshine.
"He is observing you narrowly,"
murmured Mynheer Wong, in his
precise English.
"I know," I replied. "When he gets
done I'm going to look at him, too."
So, for a few minutes I looked at a
calendar, a cloud, a fly, and my feet,
but always my eyes came back to the
hideous prison buildings on the French
shore. Cayenne. Devil's Island. Dreyfus. Hell Beyond the Seas. Forty-five
per cent of the prison population dead
annually. The dry guillotine.
Canape stirred and courteously offered me the chance to examine him
without the necessity of a mask. His
keen, aquiline features had nothing in
common with the American concept of
the Negro. His lips were thin and the
skull was as finely modelled as a greyhound's. The closely kinkled hair was
beginning to gray. Sun wrinkles were
around the river wise eyes. I forgot the
horror that squatted on the opposite
bank and was beginning to think about
Nigeria, the Kingdom of Meli, and
the possibility of some wild desert
strain, when the door opened and the
councillors entered.
The first was a giant; not in stature,
it is true, for he was not above ordinary height; but his shoulders were
unbelievable and the chest under them
was a mighty contrivance riveted to a
flat stomach, thick loins, and powerful
legs, the whole black fabric sticking
out at odd spots through the ancient
undershirt and swaddling cloth he
wore. He was Asidiri. Amokosi was
next, a sturdy, shrewd fellow with a
very pleasant face. Behind them came
Buddy, lighter in color than the first
two, and with an unctuous deference in his very breathing. These
privy councillors were briefly introduced, whereupon they squatted on
litde benches they had brought with
them and were silent and unobtrusive.
"Now to business," said Wong. He
cleared his throat and began to read.

" 'To Canap^, of the Otto lo,* Granman of the Aucanerf Bush Negroes in
the Upper Marowyne and Tapanahoni
Rivers: Greetings.
" 'This will introduce a white gendeman who will ascend the Marowyne
and Tapanahoni to investigate the report that Paul Redfern, American aviator who disappeared in 1927 on a flight
to Rio de Janeiro, is alive among the
Indians of the Suriname hinterland. It
is requested that you give him every
aid,'" etc., etc. Wong's voice droned
on to the complimentary close.
"And now—" Wong laid the letter
down and signed the l^rutu to begin.
"You have heard?" inquired Canape, over his shoulder. "The white
man goes up the river. He needs a
canoe and paddlcrs. He will visit the
Indians. H e will look for the white
man said to have fallen among them in
his flying machine. The white Granman sends him."
"Ee-yah, Granman," chanted the
councillors, who seemed to say yes to
everything. Then the etiquette of the
f(rutu bogged down the very simple
affair—the hiring of a canoe and three
men—in a highfaluting extravagance
of form and ceremony. No one could
speak to any one else directly; all communication was through a third person
who chanted the ritualistic yes and
thereby saved the speaker from cross
examination or argument. The "dummy" would then turn to the person to
whom the remarks were really addressed and say, "Have you heard?" If necessary, he stood ready to repeat it all.
These proceedings generated an extraordinary atmosphere of harmony
and agreement, but not a great deal
was accomplished in the way of making decisions. A half hour went by before we got to such solidities as wages.
The working of the ^rutu speeded up
then and when I named a figure it was
assented to so quickly I felt I had been
overgenerous.
The matter of wages straightened
out, Canape cleared his throat, as he
did each time he was ready to speak.
On the last expedition that went up
the river, the people had been hungry.
He whisded, slapping his mouth rap* The lo is a clan of which there are 13
in the Marowyne and Tapanahoni.
tAucaner is the true name for this particular tribe of the runaway slaves, loosely
referred to in Suriname and this account as
Djukas.

idly as he did so; it was a curiously expressive gesture. Asidiri began to shuffle about uneasily.
I asked what ration the people regarded as necessary to fast travel. Asidiri cleared his throat and the Granman turned to him with a grin. He
signed him to speak.
Asidiri inclined his body slighdy and
held his clasped hands before him. It
is so the subjects stand before their
ruler and the big fellow further abased
himself by adopting a ridiculous treble
in place of his normal rambling bass.
"I am but a little boy," he peeped,
"and it is not fitting that I speak before
the Granman and such distinguished
company. And I cannot say what others
may wish to eat. But, spea\ing for
myself, I need seven-kilos-of-rice-twokilos-of-meat-two-kilos-of-sugar-fourkilos-of-flour-and-a-botde-of-soy-oil. All
this every seven days."
H e sighed and, to my relief, stepped
back. By the way he rattled it off, I was
sure he had committed the whole list
to memory as an unattainable ideal; it
was Asidiri's notion of Djuka heaven.
Fifteen kilos of food a week! That was
about four-and-three-quarter pounds a
day. It was splendid eating. My five
hundred kilos of food would last about
two months, at that rate. But we succeeded in cutting some of the items
and, at last, a ration scale was agreed
upon. Asidiri's mouth was watering,
but quiet, crafty Amokosi was trying
to catch the Granman's eye.
Then the terms of the agreement
were recapitulated and the Granman
promised to pick the paddlcrs himself
and send me in his own canoe.
"It is setded," said Canap^.
"Yes, Granman." This from the
Greek chorus.
And it was setded. Later Mynheer
Wong spoke of the agreement.
"The Granman has given his word;
there may be minor difficulties but they
will take you where you are going and
do exacdy what the Granuman has
promised to do."
I had implicit faith in his words;
more, perhaps, than was justified, considering that all depended on the good
will of a tribe of black barbarians who
feared and hated white men as their
greatest enemies.
That afternoon Amokosi came to
see me. "I am going as your captain
and the Granman's representetivc," b,«
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said. "Buddy and his son-in-law will
also go."
"I'm glad," I replied, quite sincerely.
"What about Asidiri?"
Amokosi grinned, "Oh, he can't
come; I don't know why."
But, from what I later heard, old
Amokosi had deftly maneuvered the
greedy giant out of the job in the subsequent choosing of paddlers, and fifteen kilos a week is still Asidiri's unattainable heaven.
After tea at the government rest
house, I walked about the litde village
that here, at the mouth of Africa's own
river, succeeded in being neady and
cleanly Dutch. But, despite its Dutch
flavor, Albina's beach was crowded
with long, graceful canoes with lovely,
curved bows, carved seats, and the lines
of fish. Thick, sturdy black men were
making minor repairs on them; between them, bare-breasted black women washed their gay. litde togas. Beyond
was the broad, deep Marowyne, the
flowing road, and above the town was
the lurid beauty of the planet's greatest forest, a green tangle that is forest as
the Himalayas are mountains and the
Adantic is the sea, an impetuous flood
. of chlorophyll that flows south two
diousand miles to the blood-soaked
swamps of the Gran Chaco, and west
to where it breaks against the stark
ramparts of the high Andes.
Feeling a trifle exalted by the
thought that, on the morrow, the living green walls would close around my
own canoe, I stepped in to sec the
lonely English trader who supplies the
gold prospectors of the upper Marowyne with provisions. He was busy
getting a canoe load together, but he
paused to introduce me to a short,
stocky blond man who was slightiy
drunk and possessed of a wildly exaggerated English accent. He was a
Latvian, he said, a gold mine promoter,
and he lived in St. Laurent, visiting the
Dutch shore on occasion only. For some
reason—no good one, I suspect—^he
developed, in the time it takes to drink
two warm beers, a fixed desire to take
me over to that piece of national sadism
on the Cayenne shore.
"I'll give you, a magnificent dinner,"
he hiccupped, genially. "We'll crack a
botde of champagne." I shook my
head.
"I think I can arrange for you to sec
a guillotining," he continued, piling at-

traction on attraction. "We have ten
for the knife this week. Most exciting,
really, you know. The prisoners kneel
in a hollow square and watch it all.
Most interesting—over in a second—
you must come. Ten of the blighters,
too. There is a murder over there almost every day. The conditions under
which they live—work—food—sun.
They're bound to fight and kill each
other. And when they do"—^he made
an expressive chop at the back of his
thick, red neck with a plump hand.
I shook my head and rose. His pleasure in seeing such beastiiness reacted
on me most unpleasandy—it was as if
he were one of the unspeakable brutes
who have erected that blot on civilization. I had some trouble, later, in getting my mind off St. Laurent and back
on the Marowyne.
But, in the morning, all was ready
and if I had visualized myself pushing
off from the beach in Albina with the
Granman's own canoe under me, my
pleasure in the prospect was only slightly lessened by Mynheer Wong's bright
invitation to use his own launch as
far as the first rapid. The launch was a
sturdy, utilitarian thing of steel with a
Diesel engine, and it made no pretty
picture surrounded by the graceful
Djuka canoes. But it did save a day's
paddling and with food hard to get
and hard to carry, a day saved assumed
an importance it does not ordinarily
have south of latitude 33° N .
Both the Commissioner and the
Granman were on hand to see me ofl
and, with Mynheer Wong translating.
Canape and I flung compliments at
each other in reckless fashion. He told
me it was a pleasure to have been able
to help me. I said that I was deeply
sensible of my debt to him; had I been
his own son he could not have been
kinder to me. We rested there, and I
felt that the decision was mine on a
technical knockout.
The Marowyne was broad and
smooth and the launch ate the distance. After an hour, mountains appeared on the horizon, the Nassau
Gebergte, and I discovered that no
Djuka knew they were named for the
ruling house of Holland. Djuka canoes
poled their way upstream. Out in the
middle of the slow river, canoes from
the interior drove down, urged by the
broad-bladed, carven paddles. Once we
passed a thatched hut, in novidsc differ-
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ent from the others on the bank except in the tint of the skin of its inhabitants; they were well-formed people who paid no attention to us, and
their skin was golden.
"Ingi," said Amokosi. "Galibi."
They were peaceful remnants of the
Carib horde that burned, raped, and
plundered its way from the middle of
the continent, up into the islands of
the West Indies and, mayhap, to the
very coast of Florida, until, in the sixteenth century, a more accomplished
plunderer with a white skin and steel
weapons stepped in and showed them
how the game was played in an older
world.
The motor thumped, the green
banks slipped by, and I began to take
stock. I had a canoe and almost a half
ton of things to eat. I had a rather
wide experience with South American
aborigines and river and bush travel
were not new things to me. There were
other expeditions in the field, but it
was a big field—a field about the size
of New England—so I was glad, rather
than otherwise, that I was not the only
one who took the Redfern story seriously. I had seen the remnants of one
expedition in the hospital at Paramaribo; a pair of unfortunates that had
been brought out of the interior forests unconscious with fever and starvation and had just missed dying. In
Georgetown, I had talked with Art
Williams, the flyer, of his aerial exploration of the area in which Redfern
had been reported, and had heard
something of the results of his rather
hasty and ill-planned overland trip.
And up in the Tapanahoni, two weeks
ahead of me, there was a very odd
crowd. Lav/ton, American Consular
agent at Paramaribo, was leading an
expedition composed of himself; Farrell, a past commander of an American
Legion post in Panama; Ryan, a Hearst
newspaper correspondent; and a crcolc
guide who claimed to know the Indians.
I was thinking of the reports I had
heard of the character of their provisions and preparation and, also, of
the chances of my meeting them when
a clamor broke out aft, among the
canoemen. Or, more accurately, the
constant clamor intensified and changed
in character. Coming out of my Dieselpimctuated reverie, I saw a canoe
ahead, with a white man's face peer-
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ing out of the thatch shelter
aft.
"Me godoo!" exclaimed
some one. "Masra Lawton!"
A small, stubborn-looking
Stetson was crammed uncompromisingly down on
the stiffly held head, cutting
a brown line across a stubborn, pugnacious face. It
was Lawton, and clearly a
person with whom I must
speak. I stopped the laimch
and we introduced ourselves.
In a moment we had agreed
to camp together, for the
first rapid was less than a
mile away.
"Do you know what I
have in that canoe?" he demanded, fiercely, when we
were established ashore and
I had inquired after his expedition. "Over a thousand
pounds of white man's grub!
Why? Don't ask me. Those other fellows just sent it back. They said they
didn't use such things in the bush.
They've gone on with rice, salt fish,
and salt horse. Not much of it, either.
"At Drie Tabbetje, the big Djuka
village, they fired the cook and said
hereafter every one must do his own
cooking. Then they gave me one of
those damned army mess kits and said
I could cook in that. Then they laid
out all the decent grub we had and
said 'Back to Paramaribo with it.' So I
quit."
Lawton was considerably upset over
the break-up of the expedition, of
which he had been the nominal leader,
and for a long hour I heard of every
detail of its financing, equipment, prospects, and its remaining members, Farrell, the Legionnaire, Ryan, the newspaper man, and Vanenberg, the Creole
guide.
I assured him that his troubles had
been nothing compared to those of
Roch and Pacht, the two half-dead explorers I had seen in the hospital.
"Roch and Pacht!" he bawled. "Are
those two still in Paramaribo?"
"Left last week," I assured him.
"Thank God!" he sighed, and then
after a brief silence he asked curiously,
if I had talked with Roch. I nodded.
"What do you think?" he asked,
watching my face intently.
"He was all wrong," I said.

"Right. That fellow started this Red- day monotony of hot sunshine, rippling
fern story. He reported he went up a black muscles, clunking paddles, shouts
Brazilian river, saw Redfern, spent in the rapids, the mighty height of the
three months with him and then went melodramatic blue sky, and the green
out by way of Suriname. Now, the tapestry that himg from the tall forest
Consul in Para had him arrested for wall. From my shelter aft, where I
posing as a commander in the Ameri- sprawled, a presumably fragile white
can navy and the police investigated man, I could watch Adcman, the bowhim thoroughly. They accounted for man, thrust his pole into water that,
every day he was in the Amazon Basin here above the tidal range, was black
and said he was never off the main and, turning, walk aft for eight or ten
river. I'll show you the file when you feet, driving the canoe forward in a
great sweep. Aft was Buddy, the steerscome down."
"Fortunately," Lawton went on, man, reverent, suave, and with a touch
"this story is based on the report that of some other blood beside that of AfCreole missionary at Drie Tabbetje sent rica. Immediately in front of me,
out. It's independent of Roch's yarn. Duffy, a very caricature of a Negro,
You'll see Melchers—that's the mis- held cheap cigars between enormous,
sionary—^when you get up farther." platter-like lips, and concocted remarkLawton hitched himself around in his ably good meals on a charcoal stove
chair. "By God," he said, "if I had rice half afloat in the bilge water. Duffy
for Djukas I'd go back with you; was my curious town boy, who had
been hired to cook and interpret.
Ryan and Farrell would drop dead."
All was beauty, monotony, and unBut Lawton had no rice and, in the
morning, we got into our respective eventfulness, though there were excepcanoes and with a brief wave to each tions, of comrse.
Thus, a few nights above the first
other started, Lawton for the coast and
fall we stopped at a Djuka village on
I for the Tapanahoni.
"Good luck," said Lawton. "I hope an island and Amokosi got permission
for us to sleep there. The inhabitants
you find something."
"Thanks," I told him. "I'm not com- were mostly big-breasted women and
ing down until I've found the rights noticeably unenthusiastic about my
presence. I saw litde of them. But at
of this yarn."
Soon a turn in the river hid Law- fifteen minutes after the moonless midnight, I awoke with a start.
ton's canoe from sight.
In the distant forest, a band of how!And then travelling was a day-by-
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ing monkeys made the blackness tremble. But they had not awakened me, I
knew; it was something else, something close at hand. Not above, but
among the other night sounds, I began to distinguish a curious clucking.
In quality it was precisely like the
clucking of a hen but it was a sinister
sound, for it was without pitch or cadence and it had a rapid, unvarying
rhythm. And then, as I lay in my hammock and tried to identify the sound,
a deep voice, through which ran a
thread of madness, burst on the
night.
"Ee-ah! Ee-ah! Ee-ahl Ee-ah! Ec-ah!
•Ee-ah!" it groaned and then followed
an agonized sentence ending with the
words, "Masra Godoo." It was a shocking thing to hear and I can only compare it to what might be heard if a
lunatic were being tortured, horribly,
into the confession of a crime he was
too addle-witted to have committed.
I was very frankly frightened and
even though I lay in the folds of a big
hammock, my knees succeeded in
knocking together. Duffy heard it, too,
for I could feel his hammock shudder.
"Dully!" I called, in a low tone.
"What • the devil is wrong in that
house.?"
Back came Duffy's voice, nervous but
reassuring with the weight of definite
knowledge.
"Jumby, Mynheer," he whispered.

"Obeah. A god come and talk through
the man's mouth."
Not another cry came from the godpossessed votary and, after a time, I
grew accustomed to the peculiar clucking—a rather rare night bird whose call
near a village is regarded as a prophecy
of death—^and drifted into a fitful
sleep. Just before dawn, just before the
hot sun of latitude 5° N . came up
over the dank forest, the obeah-charged
air was burdened with the sweet sanity
of New England, of commuters catching trains, office boys yawning in bed,
and eggs being boiled, for the clangor
of an alarm clock made in New Haven
brought me to full wakefulness. The
local obeah man used it to rouse himself when he had been up late.
Above this village, the Marowyne
had its share of troublesome rapids and
the Tapanahoni was worse, but on tliat
river we travelled under the protection
of a water god. Immediately inside of
the Tapanahoni's mouth, there was a
shrine on the bank. A blue and white
flag hung from a tall standard; beside
it there was a cross without a head,
covered with the same blue and white
cloth as that of which the flag was
made. Before the symbols there were
sacrificial offerings.
The canoe stopped, and Buddy addressed the god.
"I ask your permission to go up the
river. I bring a white man with me.
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Let us travel without accidents, and give us a safe return. Thank you." Or so, if
I believe Duffy's translation,
did the prayer run.
Also, I was beginning to
notice that Buddy was showily religious; a matter that
made me distrust him. He
always prayed loudest to his
dark gods and when he had
rum he made a great parade
of pouring a libation on the
ground for the earth-spirit,
a ceremony performed by the
other Djukas in a quiet and
inconspicuous fashion. Buddy was Voodoo's self-righteous man, and as obnoxious
in his godliness as any civilized person of the same mentality.
Inside the Tapanahoni we
were involved in more falls
and rapids but until we
reached GranhoUo Fall, we were able to
drag the canoe through loaded. GranhoUo, though, was a bellowing brute of
a thing; the Tapanahoni flung itself
over falls, benches, dikes, and dams,
rushed frantically through the side
channels and among the islands, tore at
the roots of trees that stared out over the
hurrying waters, and met Djuka cunning and experience at every turn with
all the tricks and artful dodges with
which a river may assault a canoe. But
the Djukas were its master; Granhollo
was a maniac whose every mad whim
was known to them.
They portaged a thousand pounds
of cargo around the thundering river
and then, shouting and bawling, flinging down the gauntlet of brain and
muscle to the impersonal force that opposed them, they dragged the canoe
through the side channels, and, foot by
foot, fought their way onward.
When they had reached a big step
in the flying water I turned to Duffy,
who had passed it before.
"What do they call this part of the
falls?" I asked.
Duffy thought a moment and failed
to remember.
"What is this part called.?" he shouted to the embatded Djukas.
They bent gazes of concentrated, impotent fury on him.
"If I tell you," roared Amokosi, "the
canoe will sink!"
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For the falls had a god and if his
name were mentioned, he would see
that feeble humans had invaded his
home and he would smite them down.
But, for all their grunting, the
Djukas were almost as impersonal as
the river itself. And, why not? That
fall was a blessing. Without these barrier cataracts that obstruct every one of
the flowing roads to the interior, the
slave rebellion of two centuries ago
v/ould have been a dismal failure, a
crime expiated on the rack. Without
the falls, the troops would have caught
them, every one, and dragged them
back before they could steal women
from the plantations, before they could
sow fields, before new shrines to the
gods of Africa could be erected. But
the falls stood in the way and to the
Netherlanders the falls were things of
another world before which they, men
of the flat lands, were helpless.
And though the Djukas heaved until their muscles all but burst through
their black satin skins and the veins
stood out in their foreheads, they never
once cursed the cataract that opposed
them.
A few miles below Drie Tabbetje,
the barbaric Djuka capital, we halted
while Amokosi went ahead to announce my coming; in a few hours he
was back; the white man could come.
The village ciders waited to receive
him.
We had not- paddled long before
Amokosi told me to fire a shot; I fired
it. The walls of forest were as thick
around us as ever and I saw no signs
of the Djuka capital. Fifteen minutes
later Amokosi told me to fire two shots;
I fired them, perplexed, because still I
saw only the dense green riot on the
banks and islands. But my shots were
scarcely fired before an answering
salute rang out from the bank only a
hundred feet ahead and out stepped the
village ciders, wrinkled, age-bowed,
black men, with slow firm step and
rheumy eyes, dressed for most part in
what appeared to be nightgowns.
I was greeted with a ceremony you
associate with royal progresses and
such. Then, at the instance of the eldest
elder, I went through a fringe of dangling palm leaves, hung from a pole to
brush out any attendant devils, and was
led into the village.
It was a village of twelve hundred
people and it was so screened from the

river that, were it not for the presence
of the canoes, it would have been possible to pass it without knowing it
was there. It was a remnant of the twocentury-old quarrel with the still feared white man, the strange creature of
unguessable motives, who was so easily
deceived in small things and so tragically cunning in the important ones.
A special house, built for the accommodation of the rare white visitor,
was given to me with great ceremony,
and my baggage brought in and carefully stowed. And then, in filed the
elders. There was an uncomfortable
silence while I sat in the one white
man's chair and the old men of the
council squatted on their beautifully
carved benches.
Amokosi appeared near the door,
caught my eye, and asked me outside
for a little \rutu. I went.
"Soapy!" said Amokosi. Then I understood; there was to be a round of
drinks on me.
I sent for the soapy, as they call the
fighting white rum of the land, and
the strained, official atmosphere was
somewhat dissipated. I called for cups
and soon a drink for each of the gran
suma, the village personages, was poured. We drank, and the dammed torrent
of talk and explanation burst forth.
My every move in the river was detailed by my paddlers. What Canape said
was related. What the Commissioner
said was reported. What I said was
told. The paddlers' pay and their rations were discussed. It took quite a
long time and the rum began to work.
The council cupped its collective hands
and clapped diem in unison, and in a
like manner, they stamped their wrinkled old feet.
"Gran respe\U" they chanted. "Gran
respel{il"
They said other things, but these
words occurred and reoccurred. They
were paying homage to me as the
Granman's guest.
But the rum had a lot to do with it.
The "gran respekj" thing was gone
through several times and at this juncture Melchers, the missionary, arrived,
resplendent in a silk polo shirt and
freshly piped sun helmet. He was
young, about twenty-five, I think, and
a mulatto or perhaps a quadroon.
More important, he had a sensitive, intelligent face, and he spoke Dutch,
French, English, and talkee-talkee.

While the rum-primed oldsters cackled together, I talked with him about
the story of the white man with broken
legs, the white man who had fallen
from the plane, and lived among the
Indians.
I took up a copy of the report Lawton had sent to the State Department.
"I'll read it to you," I said. "This
part quotes you. You tell me if it is
correct."
" 'During December, 1934,1 received
instructions from the central mission
at Paramaribo to send some one to the
Indians higher up on the river, to collect samples of Indian handicraft for
an exposition to be held in Holland.
I therefore dispatched a bush-Negro
named Pajc with two boys to the upper river. He returned in February of
1935 and stated that while at an Indian village (name unknown), he
was told of a white man who had come
out of the sky, had both legs broken
and was living in an Indian village
only three hours from where he was,
but as he was not interested and was
about out of food, he did not take the
trouble to go and sec him. The statement was made to me before the report of Roch's discovery reached the
colony and at the time I did not take
much stock in the story.
" 'On April 15 there entered the hospital at Drie Tabbetje an Indian named
Kapan from the village of Sapukunu
on the Paloemeu River, suffering from
yaws. He remained in the hospital one
and one-half months.
" 'In the meantime, I had received
a letter from the district commissioner
at Albina requesting that I make inquiries regarding Redfern. I questioned
Kapan, but it was nearly a month before I succeeded in obtaining any information from him. After threatening
to stop his treatment he told me that
there was a white man on the Paloemeu
River in the village of a Piaiman,* that
he, Kapan, had seen him and that he
was crippled so that he could not walk,
that he had come out of the sky and
he had seen his machine which was
wrecked on the savannah and not on
a mountain. Also that one Sapukunu,
who was chief of the village where he
lived and after whom the village was
named, had helped the white man from
the machine when he had crashed.'"
I looked at him inquiringly.
* Witch doctor.
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"Yes, si-ir," he said, slowly and
carefully. "This is the story. Only the
Indian fellow name be Kapau; Kapan
is badly spell."
"What did Kapau call the airplane?"
"Paranakiri Kanoa—a white man's
canoe. H e said it came through the air
with a great roaring."
Now, the reliability of the story Melchcrs had told Lawton depended on
two things: his personal integrity and
the accuracy with which the statement
of the Indian, Kapau, had been understood.
"How did you manage to communicate with Kapau?" I asked, curiously.
"I speak his language," Melchers
said, with a confident smile.
"You speak his language, yourself?"
"Surely."
"Then you have travelled up there?"
"No-o-o—^I haven't. But I was among
the Galibi on the coast and they arc
speaking the same language as these
tof>-sidc Indians."
This was an interesting point; both
the Galibi of the coast and the tribes
of the frontier were Carib peoples,
speaking Carib languages, much as the
French, Italians, Spanish, and Portuguese are Latins speaking Latin languages. But, despite a basic similarity
in the tongues, a knowledge of one
does not give the ability to understand
a difficult story in another.
Fortunately, I had a small Trio vocabulary collected by General Rondon,
the Brazilian explorer who escorted
Theodore Roosevelt down the River of
Doubt. This I checked against a similar vocabulary collected by a French
explorer fifty years ago, from the same
Indians. Since the missionary's ability
to understand what had been told him
was so all-important, I chose ten common words from the Rondon vocabulary and asked him to tell mc the
words as he knew them.
He made a score of only 60 per cent
correct.
This would indicate, I feel, that he
would be able to understand the general drift of a story told him by an
upper Tapanahoni Indian, but might
very easily make a bad mess of the details. On the other hand, Melchers
spoke the talkee-talkee fluently and
Paje had told him the same story as
he had heard, or thought he had heard
from the Indian, Kapau.
We were interrupted at this point

by the village council taking an alcoholically dignified farewell. When they
left we got back to the matter of the
white man up on the savannah.
"Do you believe," I asked him, "that
Paul Redfern is alive, up there?"
"I do not be able to say the white
man be Mr. Redfern," Melchers replied, "but I do be sure there have a
white man top-side who fell in an airplane. Now, here is one part no one
else know. There have a Djuka here
who just come from the bush. He travels with the Indians and he tell me
the Indians talk of a white man named
Tukuyenu."
"Can I see him today?"
"Right now; he is to my house."
So we crossed to the mission on an
island opposite the Djuka village and
tliere I was introduced to Hernesi, the
bush-Negro who knew about Tukuyenu. The conversation was too rapid
and complicated for me to follow but
Melchers translated.
"He is say that he was in Kumaru
village—that is an Ulukuyana village
far up the Tapanahoni—^and his Indian friend there had a knife and a
spool of wire of different kind what he
did never seen before. He ask the Indian where it was coming from and
this Indian say a white man, named
Tukuyenu, was give it to him."
The Tukuyenu story was long and
a great deal of cross-examination was
necessary. It emerged in this form. In
some village over in the Brazilian savannah a white man had appeared. He
was in great danger of some kind and
had claimed to have almost been killed
in a fashion Hernesi could not understand. He had been among the Indians
for seven or eight years and by an Indian woman had three fair-haired children. More Hernesi did not know but
he would take me to the Indian who
told him the story.
And there the matter rested as far as
any one in Drie Tabbetje could tell
me. No one knew more; for the rest I
had to go higher up the river for there
was Paje's story to check, and there
was the interesting Tukuyenu, the
white man who, in some mysterious
fashion, had almost been killed and
who had three fair-haired children by
an Indian woman. Clearly the answer
lay with the Indians, up river.
We had not finished talking entirely when some of the old men cams
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in. They arranged another man for me
and two small canoes. Amokosi was
resigning; he was peeved at Hernesi's
going and when Hernesi heard of it he
simply walked off into the bush and
returned no more.
So, still another man had to be
found and by the time the prolonged
arguments and conferences incident to
the affair were over, I felt like a rag.
Outside the neat litde house, the life
of the village went on. From time to
time a tom-tom sounded, drumming
out a rhythm to Africa's ancient gods.
At my front door, a Dutch flag fluttered; at my back door there was a big
obeah shrine. Before the shrine's banner there was placed a sacrificial bottle of Holland gin—a jolly old god
lived there, to all appearances. But I
felt lonely and the pulse of the tomtom made me keenly aware of the fact
that I was one white man in an African
village, strangely lost up a New World
river. I should have been warned by
the very keenness of my sensation of
loneliness and taken a big dose of quinine but, instead, I wrote letters I had
intended to make long ones but, in
the end, made quite short because the
very writing made me feel worse. I
sealed the letters for a canoe going
down the following day and, after my
nighdy ten grains of quinine, tumbled
into my hammock.
It was only when I began to shiver
with cold and fell into troubled sleep
to awake, hours later, drenched in
sweat, that I realized I had had a light
touch of fever.
At daylight, though, I had a slight
headache only. Outside, I could hear
the mumbling of old men's voices, and
peering out, I saw the whole village
council assembled around the shrine.
They were talking and praying and
had the air of men listening to perfectly plain answers.
"Dey talking to the god!" said
Duffy, coming in with breakfast. "So
dey does when white people come."
I never found out who the god was
nor what he said but my surmise that
he was a jolly old god was fully confirmed for, from time to time, his votaries burst out laughing as if he were
telling them funny stories. The talk
with the god wound up with cackles of
laughter and the old men filed in to
say good morning. They all looked
mightily pleased and well disposed to-
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ward me. From later events, I suspect
that the god told them I was the biggest fool ever to invade the river.
Some small attempt to make me stay
another day was frustrated and at a
fairly early hour I was in the river
again, the long bows of the two eanoes
rippling the black water.
A few miles upstream, two canoes
flying Dutch flags appeared and in a
moment wc were alongside them. McDonald and Kersoud, two educated
mixed bloods, were in them and it developed that they had been quiedy despatched by the canny Dutch government to investigate the Redfern story.
They had been up the Tapanahoni for
a long way and had stayed for three
weeks in Yulu, an Indian village near
the Brazilian border.
"We came back because wc had no
facilities for going on. Wc had Kapau
with us and he . . ."
"Kapau!" I exclaimed. "Why he's
the man who said he saw Redfern!"
McDonald smiled dolefully.
"He says he didn't. Wc have Paj^
right here in the canoe and he says that
he knows nothing alsout the story."
Paj^ was a short, slightly bald little
Djuka and at once I brought out Lawton's report to the State Department
and read it to him. McDonald translated it, sentence for sentence.
"It's a lie!" shouted Paj^. "I never
said such a thing!"
"There you are," McDonald shrugged.
"Well," I said, "that about settles
the story, doesn't it?"
McDonald smiled wanly, for he was
half sick. And then he said a very curious thing.
"Of course," he remarked, ruminatively, "if we had had the right equipment, we would have crossed the frontier, made a canoe, and dropped down
the river to where the Indians say the
man is."
"But I thought the story was a fake!"
I said, surprised.
"Oh, I suppose it is," said McDonald, gloomily. "Maybe you'll meet Mr.
Ryan; we saw him at the second Indian
village."

i\nd then they shoved off, leaving
me very much bewildered. Kapau said
he knew nothing and Paje said it was
all a lie. And still there was something
the two Creoles had heard or they
would not have talked about making a
canoe and dropping down a Brazilian
river. And there was still Tukuyenu to
investigate. When I was through, I
wanted every avenue for a new Redfern legend closed. And to close them
I had to investigate Tukuyenu, and
whatever had made McDonald consider descending a Brazilian river. But
my heart was not in it as it had been
when I thought the story true.
The new boys were vile workers;
they talked and played and paddled
very little. Finally, a growing sense of
irritation made me order DufJy to tell
them to get a move on. At once bedlam
broke loose.
"Does the white man think the Indians are around the corner.? Have we
got to be engines? We'll leave him at
once if he talks this way!" They were
very truculent about it and I wanted to
go on, so I subsided. But plainly there
was trouble ahead.
The net result was that it took us
three days to go to the last Djuka village on the river, a plare called Granbori; ordinarily one day and a half
would have been enough.
Granbori was not large but religiously it was very important. No headman met me here but a felanti, or priest
for the Voodoo shrine, came to perform the ceremony of "taking me out
of the canoe."
A i^rutu was called and here it was
that I had my first suspicion that the
Redfern story might be a true one. The
elders of the village drank my rum,
laid the groundwork for future grafting, and asked why I had come. I spoke
of Redfern and they all said they had
never heard of a white man being
among the Indians. They made a great
point of this, but while they were talking an ancient dame who held herself
erect with a crooked stick came in and
began to talk. Her voice was high and
reedy but the men listened respectfully
and, I thought, without pleasure, for

tlieir glances in my direction were aiieasy.
I heard the word Ingi, which means
Indian, then Saluma, the name of a
tribe of the Upper Trombetas region,
in Brazil, and then the word bakra—
white man. She spoke lowly but with
emphasis, in the manner of a person
imparting a weighty secret.
"Du%l" I bawled. "Come quick!"
Poor Duffy was terribly clumsy and
shaky on his pins and he tripped and
fell twice in his rush to answer this
suddenly urgent call.
"Ask the old girl what she just
said!" I instructed him.
"Oh, nothing at all," the crone told
him, "I was just talking."
"But what was it?" I pressed. She
still maintained it was nothing and
finally she said she had merely been
saying that the Indians traded dogs a
great deal.
It was a lie; I was sure she was saying sometiiing about a white man and
the Saluma, but she would not talk.
Discouraged I went to the hut allotted me and found a choice crowd of
Djuka women waiting to beg rice and
sugar. Wearily I explained that I needed these things for myself and my paddlers and assiduously they rubbed
their bellies. At this moment Duffy
came in.
"Mynheer," he said, "doan listen too
much to dem Djuka. Dem lie plenty.
If dem doesn't understand why a white
man axe a t'ing, dem lies. Mosdy dem
lies anyway. Dem so afraid of white
man dem won't tell de trut' to him. I
was up with Doctor Kahn a month
ago; we come dis far and den we go
back from de fall just above here. But
we meet Indian dere and dem Indian
say dere have a white man wid de
Saluma."
At this moment, the light from the
door was cut o£f and, turning, I beheld
a young man with tawny skin, shoulder
long black hair, a red loin cloth and a
bow. His body was smeared with red
paint and just behind him was a girl,
as tawny as himself, and naked but for
a scanty square of red calico dangling
from a cord around her slender waist.
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Humor and America
DAVYCROCKETT

By Max Eastman

ABMHAMLINCOLN
JVIARKIWAIN
ARTEMUSWARD
JOSH BILLINGS

l^iNG LARDNER
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Most essays on humor are solemn. This is full
of laughter. American culture began a hundred
years ago in American humor, declares M.r.
Eastman. Our nation born in an era of skeptical
common sense takes a cultural direction entirely
mmmiimmmmmsm»mmm{mmmmmiimimRmmmm»mimi«!mm<\
different from that of Europe, created in an age
of imaginative belief
NCE I called on a famous psy- formed, stimulated rather than incensed
chologist in Europe, and in tlie me. America has failed to shine in most
course of a not too psycholog- branches of human culture which tranical conversation received some advice. scend the mood of the matter-of-fact.
"I want you to go home," he said, We are a hard-surfaced folk, or have
"and vwite a book on America, and I been. Our serious culture is like one
will tell you what to call it. Misgeburt of those modernist plays enacted on a
—^what is that word in English.? No, bare stage with no back-drop and no
not monster. Miscarriage—^that's it. Thescenery—and withal a sentimental play.
Miscarriage of American Culture—^thatWe have used our brains well, but not
shall be the title of your next book, our imaginations, not our emotional
and you will tell the truth about the perceptions. We lack "depth"—whatever depth is—and we lack fineness.
whole awful catastrophe."
I recognize all these facts and sense
We laughed, somewhat unsymmetria validity in the view-point of the oldcally, at this jest and I asked:
"What makes you hate America so.?" world critic. And yet as I left his study
"Hate it.?" he said. "I don't hate I settled back with a very comfortable
America, I regret it. I regret that Co- feeling into being an American, and
lumbus ever made the mistake of dis- being a part of the process of creating
an American culture. My feeling was
covering it!"
It happens that I am as a patriot rather not only comfortable, but also a little
slow to boil. I think of myself instinc- gleeful, a litde on the laughing side.
tively as a citizen of the world and have It was as though I had said to the old
the habit of discussing the defects and man: "It is just as well you don't unmerits of my native land—except for derstand our system—wait till the
its plumbing conveniences, about which home-stretch and we'll show you."
I brook no two opinions—^in a mood of
The basic thing historically is that
cool appraisal. Therefore this violence America was born late, and spent her
of idea, in a great authority on the youth with grown-up brothers and sismanner in which violent ideas are ters. She is precocious—or she is "old-

O

wise," to translate a better German
term. I mean in so far as she is wise at
all, and not like all other countries full
of dead men and dods. Our earliest
heroes—^Franklin, Je£Eerson, Washington, Tom Paine—^were disbelievers in
the legends in which all other early
heroes lived and breathed. They were
heroes of the matter-of-fact, and of will
and resolution based upon a knowledge
of it. A lot of religious and cultural
top-hamper that came over with us on
the ships, and then the long and pious
effort of our second-rate geniuses to
imitate it, has obscured this fact. Where
other "national minds" were born in
an atmosphere of imaginative belief,
ours was born in an atmosphere of skeptical common sense. It was born with
the industrial revolution and with modern science.
"Poets," said Benjamin Franklin, in
a poem almost bad enough to prove it,
"are the mere waste-paper of mankind."
This does not mean that we are
standing still at a goal. It means that
we are moving in a different direction.
We started in fact and arc moving toward imagination; other cultures have
moved the other way. I have no assur-
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